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Purpose
Australian Wild Abalone companies have identified an opportunity to better capitalise on the opportunity
to market product to increasing number of Chinese visitors to Australia while they are here. In order to
do this, companies need to better understand Chinese travellers’ requirements and wants, and to
appreciate
ü the regional differences between cities in China,
ü the ways consumers interact online and
ü how they arrange their travel.
This report highlights key findings from a desk top study using a range of resources available in the public
domain as well as a number of unpublished research reports that have been made available to Honey &
Fox for the purpose of this project. A summary of key source documents is provided at the end of the
report.

Key findings:
Types of visitors
There are three distinct groups of visitors to Australia:
1. free independent travellers; generally middle class and higher earning with more
disposable income. They hold basic to moderate English and enjoy travelling independent of
tours and want to arrange their trip themselves.
2. group tour participants; may have selected a tour because of the inclusion of the Sydney
Fish Market or have no knowledge of the Sydney Fish Market and choose the tour because
it included other key attractions
3. visiting friends and relatives (VFR); those who have contacts residing in Australia either
long-term or temporarily and visit Australia with the main purpose being visiting their
friend(s) or family.
With increasing incomes and increasing opportunities to visit Australia via direct flights, growth in tourist
numbers to Australia – particularly of Chinese free independent travellers, is expected to continue.

Visitor statistics and trends
•

•

•

The Greater China and Hong Kong tourism market is estimated to be worth $5B by 2020.
With increasing incomes and increasing opportunities to visit Australia via direct flights,
growth in tourist numbers to Australia – particularly of Chinese free independent travellers,
is expected to continue.
Visitors are increasingly looking for short haul visits, making Australia a highly achievable
destination for visitors from Asia. Short haul visitors often travel to Australia more than once
and purchase shorter, more frequent trips. This enables them to become more familiar with
the destination and gain the confidence to plan their own trips, travel in a less structured
way, more independently and beyond the gateways.
According to the ABS, short-term arrivals from China rose to 1,334,900 over the year in
seasonally adjusted terms, up a 12.2% from the year to August 2016. If arrivals from Hong
Kong are included, China already is the largest source of short-term arrivals to Australia at
1,605,000.
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•

•
•

•

In July 2016, TRA published the ‘Tourism Forecasts 2016’ report. Forecasts show that
inbound visitor arrivals are projected to reach 12.3 million in 2024/25 at an annual average
growth rate of six per cent. Australia’s top five inbound arrivals markets (New Zealand,
China, UK, US and Singapore) are expected to provide 67 per cent of the additional 5.2
million arrivals, whilst China alone is expected to contribute 43 per cent of the growth in
arrivals over the 10 year forecast period.
China delivered 1.17 million visitors to Australia in the 12 months to September 2016, with
expenditure reaching $9.1 billion. Chinese Leisure visitor expenditure grew 22 per cent, with
Holiday visitor spend up 31 per cent and Visiting Friends and Relatives spend flat.
According to the World Tourism Organisation, Chinese tourists spent $US292 billion ($A366
billion) globally in 2015, nearly three times as much as the second biggest spenders, the
Americans, and nearly five times as much as Britons abroad. In 2017, Chinese tourists to
Australia spent a $3.2 billion in NSW alone.
The Chinese incentive customer is developing and maturing, and Australia continues to
secure large incentive groups from Asia. Repeat visitation to Australia by some Chinese
incentive groups is driving demand – and expectations – for new, adventurous and unique
products and experiences

Australia as a destination
Australia is a top destination for Chinese travellers – particularly those who are attracted to beautiful
nature, good food and wine and who value a welcoming, safe and secure environment. The leading
destination for Chinese visitors is Sydney, with 98% of Mainland Chinese overnight visitors, followed by
Melbourne and the Gold Coast. Tasmania has recently gained in popularity especially since the visit by
the Chinese President Xi Jinping in 2014.
Sydney is an iconic and aspirational destination for Chinese visitors and is popular with all types of
travellers. In 2014, the Sydney Opera House and Sydney Harbour Bridge were the two most visited
attractions with Chinatown and Darling Harbour the top two tourist precincts. Sydney Fish Market one of
the top 10 attractions visited by Chinese free-independent travellers, particularly those looking for
premium seafood and Sydney Rock Oysters (which appears to enjoy an iconic status). Other popular
Sydney attractions are the Royal Botanic Gardens, Sydney Aquarium, Sydney Tower, Taronga Zoo, the
Australian Museum and Star City Casino.
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Source: Chinese outbound tourism trends Neilson and Alipay

Source: Chinese outbound tourism trends Neilson and Alipay

In addition to understanding the Chinese travellers’ requirements and wants, it’s also important to
appreciate the regional differences between cities in China, the ways consumers interact online and how
they arrange their travel. An in-depth understanding of the differences and similarities in each region is
needed to successfully build a strategy to attract travellers throughout the top regions; on-the-ground
research is recommended to assist in this understanding.
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Sydney Fish Market is an iconic destination
With Sydney Fish Market being popular among Chinese travellers there is a
massive opportunity to gain awareness and therefore visitors in tandem with
the growth in Chinese visitor numbers.
Sydney Fish Market is offered as an itinerary item by some of the online tour
agents for day tours and multi-night tours to Australia. Different Chinese
travel websites include the market visit on their group packages. For
example, on Tuniu.com it is included as an itinerary item in approximately
one third of travel group packages leaving China. However, it is included in
approximately 75% of all day trips in Sydney available for purchase on the site
– these are often run by companies out of Sydney including a private driver
for the day.

There appears to be limited knowledge by industry professionals and
Chinese consumers and tourists of Sydney Fish Market’s offerings,
particularly the products that are available. This presents an opportunity
for Australian wild harvested abalone

Importance of digital platforms

China has a population of highly engaged and digitally-savvy Internet users. Ecommerce has a central
role in Chinese shopping behaviour, not just for sales but as a channel for marketing, branding and social
influence. Online is a great way to reach a wide audience, especially Millennials as around 80% of China’s
Internet users are born after 1980.
Social media and technology platforms are highly fragmented and constantly changing. Baidu, WeChat
and Weibo, are common platforms used to search for information however there are several online
travel platforms including Ctrip, Mafengwo, Qunar and Qyer that are used by Chinese consumers when
planning their travel.
Chinese consumers share their experiences extensively with their family and friends and this is an
important source of information for people planning their travel.

The customer journey
Generally, Chinese consumers are less trusting and less confident travellers with complex visa application
processes, leading them to do more research before planning a trip or purchasing a foreign product. It is
therefore important that regional tourism ventures that feature Australian Wild Abalone are easily found
online and that all the content is correct and in Mandarin.
The Chinese customer journey is extensive, with the average Chinese consumer influenced by seven to
ten touch points before making a purchase. Chinese consumers regularly use the Internet to plan a
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holiday prior to selecting a destination and leaving for holidays. A typical timeframe for holiday planning
is three to six months.
The typical customer journey is detailed below:
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Because friends or relatives living in Australia are often the first and main offline source of information
used by potential Chinese tourists to Sydney, as well as previous visitors to Australia they may serve as
great advocates about Australian wild harvested abalone.
Despite this, it is clear that travel agents still play a central role in organizing travel for outbound Chinese
travellers. Therefore, broader campaigns and general media targeting tourists while they are in China will
be important tactics to assist the development of a domestic market for Australian wild harvested
Abalone industry.

Consumer education and promotion

Focusing on tailoring communications to the target market for each stage of the customer journey will
boost brand awareness, answer travellers’ questions and correct any misconceptions. Understanding the
customer journey provides important information about where, when and how to provide information to
promote Australian wild harvested abalone.
The China based desktop research shows that there is little to no presence on-line about Australian wild
harvested Abalone searches will often result in totally irrelevant and/or random information being
provided. As a minimum AWA tourism ventures should have a presence on
1. WeChat – this should be used for practical, actionable information. Store locators, coupon deals,
or offline event information are often used to connect followers from digital to offline
experiences. This is where friends and family will post relevant information and experiences
2. Weibo - Chinese consumers will look here for information as this is where users will share their
experiences – for everyone to see!

There appears to an extremely low level of knowledge among Chinese
consumers and tourists of how and where to find Australian Wild Abalone
when visiting

Trends for further investigation
Based on the desktop research the following trends should be further investigated:
1. How much do Asian visitors know about Australian seafood generally and Australian wild
harvested Abalone specifically?
2. Do Asian visitors want to know more about Australian seafood generally and Australian wild
harvested Abalone specifically?
3. What kinds of seafood are Asian visitors looking for?
4. How and where would Asian visitors like to experience Australian seafood and Australian wild
harvested Abalone?
5. If visitors have experienced Australian seafood and/or Australian wild harvested Abalone, how
was that experience?
6. Where to Asian visitors find out information about Australia and what to do when they come
here?
7. Are visits planned before they arrive in Australia?
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8. How much do Australian chefs and retailers know about Australian wild harvested Abalone and
how to prepare it?
9. What opportunities are there to work more closely with Australian supply chain partners to
develop a domestic market for Australian wild harvested Abalone?

Additional resources
The desktop research found that there are many resources available to assist enterprises in developing
and promoting tourism products. These resources are also useful for Australian wild harvest Abalone
enterprises interested in developing partnerships with other tourism businesses as a product marketing
channel. For more details see Appendix 9.
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Appendix 1: Outbound Chinese Tourism
and Consumption Trends
Neilson Research and Alipay
Key points/findings
According to statistics from the China National
Tourism Administration, Chinese tourists travelled
overseas on 131 million occasions
in 2017, an increase of 7.0% from the previous
year.

Implications for AWA Domestic program
Significant growth in visitor numbers and
spending is likely to continue

Data from the International Association of Tour
Managers shows that overseas travel spending by
Chinese tourists reached USD 261.1 billion in
2016, an increase of 4.5%
year-on-year - ranking first worldwide.

The survey shows that for Chinese tourists who
are generally well-off, tourist attractions and the
travel experience are more important factors
than the costs that might be incurred. 56% of the
respondents expressed that the beauty and
uniqueness of a given destination is their primary
consideration, while 47% stated that safety of the
destination would affect their travel choice. 45%
said that they would consider the ease of visa
procedures, and 35% felt that it is important that
the locals at the destination make them feel
welcomed. The question of affordability is only
the fifth highest priority, with 34% of respondents
expressing concern for the costs.

AWA promotion material should emphasise the
beauty and uniqueness of the Abalone harvesting
regions. Experiences should be unique

The top three categories of expenses by
outbound Chinese tourists are shopping (25%),
hotel accommodations (19%), and dining (16%).
Other categories of expenses include visits to
tourist attractions, local transportation,
recreation, and communications and

Work with local restaurants and caterers to
include AWA product on the menus. May need
recipe development and training for chefs.
Opportunity for partnership with CCA

Costs are not a big issue
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others.
During their most recent overseas trip, 65% of
Chinese tourists paid for their expenses via
mobile payment, 62% of the Chinese
respondents have used mobile payment
platforms to pay for dining, and 58% to pay for
visits to tourist attractions. The survey shows
that 93% of Chinese tourists would consider using
mobile payments when traveling overseas if more
overseas merchants would accept mobile
payments in the future, while 91% would show
greater willingness to spend and shop if overseas
merchants accept Chinese mobile payment
brands.
While non-Chinese tourists largely prefer
historical landmarks and museums, 45% of
Chinese tourists prefer to visit natural scenic
attractions
Chinese tourists travel overseas mainly for
leisure, such as dining and shopping, with 78%
choosing leisure as their top priority. The post90s generation is the most adventurous group,
with 16% choosing adventure as the theme of
their travel. The post-80s respondents are
focused on "food" (58%) and "shopping" (49%),
while the post-70s prefer a relaxing travel
experience, with leisure as their primary goal
when traveling overseas (82%).
Most popular shopping spots are duty free stores
and large supermarkets

AWA tourism operators must include mobile
payment options

Emphasise the natural scenic locations associated
with Abalone harvesting

Dining, shopping and leisure are key opportunities
for AWA product and tourism experiences

Develop partnerships with them
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Appendix 2: How destination image and
country visitation affects consumer
perceptions and preference for a country’s
products.
A submission for the Award of Doctor of Philosophy
(Business)
Jasha Henry Bowe
Key points/findings

Implications for the AWA program

The combination of the increase in Chinese
tourists to Australia and the relatively low market
share and the awareness of Australian wine and
seafood domestically in China means that country
of origin perceptions for these products might be
developing from a tourism-image related
perspective. These product categories are not
well advertised in China and thus there would be
few initial impressions

The market in China is huge but it is also very
crowded. Australian wild caught Abalone and
Rock lobster in particular are well known however
there is little marketing effort in China and
therefore seafood from other sources are gaining
traction. This thesis provides some insight as to
how to use tourists – mobile consumers – to
influence the market for products in their home
countries – it focuses specifically on China and
seafood so is a good resource document

Australia’s image as a tourist destination prevails iconic and well-known images of beautiful pristine
environments, beaches, sun and surf prevail.

Opportunity to develop and showcase Abalone
production and processing

Australia’s manufacturing and production
capacity, as well as our perceived technological
advancement. are not as salient in the minds of
the respondents in the study, and not retrieved
from memory as often as those of Australia as a
laid-back and beautiful country.
The propensity of Chinese consumers to think of
Australian seafood and wine in a purchase
situation increases considerably if they have
visited Australia.

Opportunity to link market development
internationally with domestic market
development focusing on the consumer –
supports the positioning of “Australia the home of
wild Abalone”

Compared to non-visitors, Chinese tourists prefer
Australian products more – they are more likely
Farming Together: Australian Wild Abalone - Domestic Market Development Report
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to choose them. These traveling consumers also
select Australian products more consistently
within and across product categories

Awareness of Australian seafood is high among
consumers and
tourists from China as is demonstrated by the fact
that 90% indicate that they
have bought it before

Consistency in marketing imagery and. messaging
is key

The Great Barrier Reef and the Sydney Fish
Market are both 'must see' tourist attractions for
Chinese visitors to Australia. While each has their
own marketing agenda to promote visitation,
neither have campaigns that might extend to
improving export sales.

A key marketing platform is provided by the
SFM's retail outlets that sell a large variety of
Australian seafood for visitors to taste and eat onsite.

The aim of targeting tourists should not be
improve perceptions, but maintain the existing
high ones and to build larger networks of
association to firmly entrench Australian seafood
in a premium position in the minds of
visitors/tourists.

These tourist attractions are highly suited to
promoting a wide range of Australian seafood
species/products. The SFM has an opportunity
with its redevelopment to display processed and
packaged-for-export goods as well as showcase
fish processing operations.

The Great Barrier Reef, and experiences in other
states (such as Pennicott tours in Tasmania) that
allow visitors to immerse themselves in the
pristine environments from which Australian
seafood is typically sourced provides another
opportunity to communicate and promote the
diverse range of seafood species that Australia
has in its
waters.
Operations such as the SFM which have
market/product processing plant tours are in a
prime position when it comes to improving
Australia’s salience as an export producer.
Overall, Australia, performs most poorly on
typical measures country of origin – relative to its

A centrally managed or coordinated program of
marketing communications which draws on these
tourist attractions as conduits for promoting the
salience of the Australian seafood and tourist
experience, would be strongly advised to
operationalise the potential highlighted by the
findings in this thesis.

The AWA program and their members should
partner with existing tourist attractions that
showcase manufacturing and export capability as
well as pristine environments.
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association with to seafood and tourism - but
these perceptions are improved for visitors.
Showcasing state-of-the-art seafood processing
plants used for preparing exports, serving as
exemplars demonstrating Australia can be
associated with high quality manufacturing which
is a key driver of country of origin recall.

Complementing the in-country approach to
building associations with the Chinese tourist
consumer while they are in country will need to
be a reciprocal approach to the way that
exporters brand and promote their products for
sale in China.

In the longer-term development of purpose built
tourism attractions and collaborations eg with
wine should be considered.
Offering the opportunity to eat freshly cooked
produce following tours of the processing plants
facilities, correctly marketed, should be
considered ‘gold star’ in terms of the opportunity
they represent to effectively market to tourists.
Promoting the use of the AWA trademark for
Australian wild caught Abalone will need to be
supported by imagery and narrative that draws
on iconic tourist imagery and features.

Iconic Australian tourism should be incorporated
in advertising, packaging (where applicable i.e.
canned fish or dried/vacuum sealed abalone) and
in supermarket fridge/freezer case labelling.
Clean
pristine environments, beautiful beaches as well
as specific touristic indicators will help activate
the links between Australia’s seafood product
image and activate its powerful country/tourism
image.
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Appendix 3: Free and independent leisure
visitors in Australia
Austrade Report prepared by Tourism Research Australia

Summary MARCH 2015
Key points

Implications/issues/ opportunities for AWA

China has dominated growth in leisure
FITs to Australia since 2005—up by 186%.
In the period 2011–13, 532,000 (45%) of
Chinese leisure visitors to Australia were
FITs.
There was low dispersal beyond
Australia’s main destinations for Asian
leisure FITs generally, and Chinese leisure
FITs specifically. Among Australia’s top six
inbound markets, China (22%) had the
lowest dispersal of leisure FITs to regional
areas (Figure 1).

Marketing campaigns targeted towards encouraging a
higher rate of free and independent travel by Chinese
visitors with these characteristics would likely increase
dispersal to regional areas.

FITs were more likely than group tour
visitors to disperse to regional areas, but
only a minority of Chinese who visited
Australia during the survey period were
FITs: 45% of leisure visitors, 42% of firsttime visitors and 29% of those travelling
with friends/relatives. A much higher
proportion of those aged 25 to 34 years
(73%) were FITs.

Target younger visitors – social and digital media
imperative

Of the Chinese leisure FITs (45% of shorter
visitors from China)

Link regional campaigns to arrival points in Sydney
and Melbourne

•
•
•

45% arrived via Sydney gateway
35% arrived via Melbourne
gateway
20% arrived via other gateways

Of those Chinese leisure FITs arriving in
Sydney and Melbourne, a higher
proportion was here to visit friends and
relatives (VFR) than for a holiday

Important to promote to local Chinese students and
residents – need to know how best to reach this
target audience
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Unaccompanied travellers were the most
common travel party for both arrival
groups, followed by adult couples

Language and culture is extremely important in
campaigns – emphasis safety as well

A higher proportion of Sydney gateway
than Melbourne gateway visitors travelled
beyond their city of arrival to a
combination of main destinations (31%
compared with 23%)

Opportunity to work with other tourisms
providers/regional councils to attract visitors to
regional destinations outside of Sydney and
Melbourne

Chinese leisure FITs with a main purpose of
holiday were more likely than those with a
main purpose of VFR to venture beyond
their arrival gateway to a combination of
main destinations and/or regional areas

Two targets – VFR and holiday makers (different
campaigns?)

Visitors aged 45 years and over were
more likely to have had a main purpose
of VFR and were least likely to travel
beyond their city of arrival. Visitors aged
25 to 34 years were among those most
likely to have had a main purpose of
holiday

Target 25 to 44 year olds

Chinese leisure FITs who were first-time
visitors were more likely than repeat
visitors to disperse beyond their city of
arrival (66% for both Sydney and
Melbourne gateways) to a combination of
major destinations and/or regional areas

Important to attract potential visitors while they are
planning their visits – campaign focused in China as
well as Australia

Chinese leisure FITs travelling with friends
and/or relatives were more likely to
venture beyond their city of arrival, while
unaccompanied travellers were less likely
to disperse

Emphasis safety and fun
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More than one-third (36%) of Chinese
leisure FITs used the internet as an
information source when planning their trip
to Australia.

A presence on China digital platforms for visitors
planning to visit Australia is critical for visits to
regional areas. Question is which platform to use and
how best to communicate

Around 29% of visitors who had used the
internet as an information source dispersed
to regional areas compared with 18% of
non-internet users.
Around four in ten (39%) made bookings on
the internet in relation to their trip to
Australia.
Of those visitors who had made an internet
booking, 27% dispersed to regional areas
compared with 19% of non-internet
bookers.
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Appendix 4: High-Spending Asian Leisure
Visitors
Summary AUGUST 2015
Austrade/Tourism Research Australia
Key Points/findings

Implications for AWA Domestic program

China contributed the largest share of high
spender and total leisure expenditure amongst
the Asian countries studied from 2011 to 2013

This is a target for AWA – high spenders

China’s share of total Asian high-spender leisure
expenditure in Australia increased from 10% to
32% between 2005 and 2013.

Chinese high-spending leisure visitors had
distinctive expenditure patterns. They were more
likely than other Asian visitors to be high
spenders because of trip HS expenditure and daily
HS expenditure (rather than one or the other).

The 21% of Chinese leisure visitors who were high
spenders accounted for 58% ($430 million) of
total leisure expenditure

Nearly half (46%) of Chinese high spenders
arrived in Australia on a travel package and group
tour.

While Tourism Australia is focusing on attracting
FIT the AWA program needs to still concentrate
on the group tours. Identify and build
relationships with the major ones

Shopping to take home comprised a much larger
share (44%) and food, drinks and accommodation
a lesser share (31%) of their spending compared
to high spenders from other Asian and
comparison countries. The distribution of

Domestic market/product offerings should be
easy to transport and/or have an easy delivery
mechanism (eg wineries who offer a home
delivery service)
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expenditure across items was similar for high
spenders and non-high spenders – both spent
substantial amounts on shopping to take home

Nearly half the Chinese high spenders were
repeat visitors (46%) while for Hong Kong the
figure is 65%

Quality of product and/or experience is important
for repeat purchases, to become a destination
product and for social media

The 17% of Hong Kong leisure visitors who were
high spenders accounted for 52% ($124 million)
of total leisure expenditure

Hong Kong high spenders are also a target
audience

High spenders from Hong Kong spent a lesser
share of their expenditure on shopping to take
home.

HK visitors are more likely to want experiences
rather than product to take home – take home
product is still a good market though

Over half of Hong Kong high spenders were
unaccompanied (54%) and likely to stay between
one week to one month (40%)

FIT is a key market for Awa businesses wishing to
target visitors from Hong Kong

Nearly all Hong Kong high spenders did not arrive
on a travel package or group tour (95%)
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Appendix 5: Strategies to assist tourism
industry SMEs to engage with Asian
markets
Summary 2013
Tourism Research Australia
Key points/findings
Many tourism businesses do not avail themselves
of the opportunities presented by engagement
with Asia because of real or perceived barriers.

Implications for AWA Domestic program
Need to find out perceived barriers through
supply chain interviews

AWA Domestic program guidelines should include
A major barrier for tourism operators wishing
information about culture and language
to engage with Asia is a lack of cultural
knowledge. Cultural misunderstanding can
occur anywhere along the tourism distribution
channel – from frontline staff attending to the
needs of visitors, to management staff
attempting to secure business through incountry representation. A lack of understanding
at crucial cultural touch points along the
tourism distribution channel can lead to a
mismatch between product offering and
customer expectations.

While a variety of resources to assist tourism
operators to engage with Asia has been available
for some time, a lack of awareness about, and
access to, such resources has limited their
uptake.

Incorporate other resources and promote to AWA
industry who want to engage with Chinese
visitors

Knowledge about the market or markets tourism
operators wish to target is essential for those
wishing to engage with Asia.

Include domestic market information/ particularly
tourism trends and issues in the STAG and AWA
newsletters

TRA in consultation with Tourism Australia and
the Australian Tourism Export Council (ATEC) has
developed a suite of on-line resources to assist

Include these resources in the AWA Domestic
market guidelines/toolbox
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tourism SMEs’ engagement with Asia. The
resources focus on five key markets (China, India,
Japan, Indonesia and South Korea) and include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A professionally produced introductory
video
Top tips for engaging with Asia
Marketing Matters for each of the five
markets
Action Plans for each of the five markets
Case studies showing how tourism
operators are successfully engaging with
Asia
A list of other relevant resources.

The resources are available at www.tra.gov.au
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Appendix 6: Sydney Fish Market Visitor
Tracking
Woolcott 2015
Key points/findings

Implications for AWA Program

Significantly more likely to be younger (56%
under 40) with no children (56%) or one child
(20%) living at home

As they are typically younger visitors they are
more likely to be on Chinese social media.
Reinforcing the need to be active on WeChat and
other social media sites but also target the local
Australia based WeChat users

60% come from China and 67% speak Chinese
at home

The majority of tour buses visiting SFM are
Chinese visitors (95%) who are travelling with
their family (87%)

Opportunity to target tour bus operators – many
of these are locally run by Chinese therefore
there is a need to research who they are and
where they come from – also what incentives do
they expect!

Wednesday and Friday are the most popular
days for tour buses – the average tour group is
around 15 people

Target promotions for these days or offer special
incentives for the other days?

64% of the bus tours were booked before
leaving China. 73% of the visitors knew that
the tour included Sydney Fish Market with 57%
of visitors choosing the tour because of that

Opportunity to work in partnership with SFM to
promote Abalone to potential visitors in China
before they book their tour.

54% of international visitors were first timers
and if they did not come by tour bus they
walked (staying in the local area) or via the light
rail system
International visitors are significantly more
likely to purchase prepared takeaway seafood
and to relax and enjoy the scenery.

Opportunity to promote on the light rail and in
the local areas (targeting hotels and the UTS)

Work with retail outlets at SFM on how to
prepare Abalone in unique ways
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Appendix 7: International Tourism Market
Update 2016
Tourism Australia December 2016
Key points/findings

Implications for AWA Program

Fifteen of Australia’s top 20 major source
markets grew to record levels in the year
ending September 2016, with increased
aviation capacity playing a role in the strong
growth.

While China visitors are a key target market we
must not forget Japan and South Korea (culture
and language considerations as well as
product/experience preferences)

•
•
•

Arrivals from South Korea increased 28
per cent
Japanese visitation grew 20 per cent.
Arrivals from China was up 21 per cent
over the same period.

Growth in total international expenditure is on
par with total growth in arrivals, up 11 per cent,
reaching $38.8 billion.

Growth in expenditure provides opportunities to
provide new products and experiences that are
“excusive” to visitors

•

Spend by visitors from China increased
18 per cent over the last 12 months to
reach $9.1 billion.
• South Korea demonstrated the fastest
growth rate, with spend up 34 per cent
in the year ending September 2016.
• Japan increased 19 per cent
Tourism Australia recently released dedicated
business events market profiles that provide
Australian industry with key insights to assist
them in conducting business with China
In August 2016, Tourism Australia delivered
new research that examined path to purchase
behaviour of potential international association
conference delegates. The research reveals the
best channels and messages to use in order to

Need to get access to this report and include in
guidelines document

Business and events market is an opportunity for
AWA businesses to partner with event planners
and managers who are always looking for
innovative experiences and products to offer their
guests
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convince delegates to travel to Australia for an
association event

Review the research to get key points for
guidelines document

Tourism Australia’s new ‘Traveller Snapshots’
provide insights on travellers’ motivations,
information sources, perceptions,
barriers to travel and facts from TripAdvisor
data for 11 markets (China, Germany, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand,
Singapore, South Korea, UK, and USA).
In July 2016, TRA published the ‘Tourism
Forecasts 2016’ report. The forecasts show that
inbound visitor arrivals are projected to reach
12.3 million in 2024/25 at an annual average
growth rate of six per cent. Australia’s top five
inbound arrivals markets (New Zealand,
China, UK, US and Singapore) are expected to
provide 67 per cent of the additional 5.2 million
arrivals, whilst China alone is expected to
contribute 43 per cent of the growth in arrivals
over the 10 year forecast period

Review these against the ones we have from our
desktop review of China sources – 6 tourism
profiles.

International aviation capacity to Australia
grew nine per cent in the 12 months to
September 2016. Markets which registered
significant capacity growth included Japan (+21
per cent), China (+37 per cent), USA (+7 per
cent) and Qatar (+52 per cent). Capacity from
Malaysia returned to growth in the months of
August and September, up 26 and 35 per cent
respectively, largely due to AirAsia X’s
increased services to the Gold Coast

Increased airline capacity to Australia provides
opportunities to target visitors from a range of
different markets – this could be tied in to an
export strategy that is targeting 2nd and 3rd tier
cities in China

Tourism Australia recently commenced a
strategic partnership with Ctrip, the largest
online travel agency in China. As part of
the partnership activity, Ctrip launched an
‘Australia Pavilion’ on their site
(Australia.ctrip.com) with holiday packages and
itineraries supplied from Tourism Australia’s 32
key distribution partners.

CTrip is an important part of visitor journeys –
consider how AWA as a group can build a
relationship with CTrip as well as Tourism
Australia’s key distribution partners.

AWA and STAG newsletter to include these
forecasts to assist AWA members to plan their
business and market development

Simon to review this site.
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Pending regulatory approval, Virgin Australia is
also planning to fly from Greater China in the next
year as part of its new alliance with Chinese group
HNA.

Potential future opportunity for collaboration
partnership

In the year ending September 2016, Japan
ranked as Australia’s sixth largest inbound
market based on visitor arrivals and fifth
largest market ranked on total expenditure,
ahead of South Korea

Japan and South Korea are emerging markets for
tourism visitors and therefore are potential target
markets for AWA – particularly Japan as it will tie
in with the proposed global consumer education
and promotion program

Appendix 8: SFM China Market Research
2017 (removed pending permission to
publish)
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Appendix 9: Key Tourism Resources
Source: Tourism Export Toolkit (Australian Tourism Export Council)
Local Tourism Associations or Local Tourism Organisations
Local Tourism Associations (LTAs) or Local Tourism Organisation’s (LTOs) are generally operated by local
government and focus on servicing visitors to the region. Generally, the LTA will run the local Visitor
Information Centre. They also help local tourism businesses by liaising with regional tourism authorities
and state bodies on behalf of operators. Local operators who are members of the LTA are also great
sources of information, and potential partners in regional tourism packages.
Regional Tourism Organisations or Associations
Regional Tourism Organisations (RTOs) or Regional Tourism Associations (RTAs) are organisations of local
tourism associations and local tourism operators. RTOs develop regional tourism marketing strategies,
and work cooperatively with the State Tourism Organisations (STOs) to promote quality tourism
experiences to ensure their region maximises its tourism potential. Not all RTOs are actively involved in
the international market. Many, although not all, are membership based. Some are part funded by the
State Tourism Organisations.
State Tourism Organisations
Each state and territory in Australia has its own government tourism agency that works with industry.
The role of the State Tourism Organisations (STOs) is to support the development and marketing of
sustainable tourism destinations and experiences within their state, to increase awareness and attract
visitors.
In addition to offices in Australia, STOs also have international offices located within their priority
markets. Within Australia, STOs have dedicated product or industry development units that can assist
operators in developing their product. This may include marketing consulting services, advisory services,
workshops and accreditation schemes. Check with your local STO for any additional funding or support
they may offer. The respective State and Territory Organisations also deliver state/territory specific
statistical data and analysis.
Visit Victoria
Destination NSW
Tourism and Events Queensland
Tourism Western Australia
South Australian Tourism Commission
Tourism NT
Tourism Tasmania
Visit Canberra
Australian Tourism Data Warehouse (ATDW)
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The Australian Tourism Data Warehouse (ATDW) is a central content and distribution platform for the
Australian tourism industry. The database is made up of over 35,000 tourism product listings which are
available for publication across ATDW’s multi-channel distribution network.
ATDW benefits Tourism Operators by providing a cost-effective solution to increasing their digital
distribution and online exposure, and provides Travel Distributors with rich, flexible content in a central
database to easily populate their websites. ATDW offer an online training programme to assist in your
understanding and confidence with online digital technologies.
Tourism Research Australia (TRA)
Tourism Research Australia is Australia’s leading provider of quality tourism intelligence across both
international and domestic markets. TRA equips industry with information to strengthen your marketing
and business decisions.
TRAs data underpins government tourism policy and helps to improve the performance of the tourism
industry for the benefit of the Australian community.
You will find a number of free publications available including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

results from the International Visitor Survey (IVS) and National Visitor
Survey (NVS)
State of the Industry report, which assesses the current performance of
the tourism industry and the emerging trends that will affect the industry
key information about travellers, including demographics; expenditure
places visited; activities; accommodation; and transportation
biannual forecasts of tourism activity for the next ten years
tourism business and employment data
economic impact data
regional expenditure data
customised research at a regional level (Destination Visitor Surveys)
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Appendix 10: Summary of China digital
research
See separate reports
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